
Post Falls Police Dept activities report – 10.16-17.2014 

Swing Shift Log: 

 

14PF20554- Shoplifter at Walmart, LP reported two females that appeared to be concealing items. The 

suspects left the store in a vehicle. Officers responded to the suspect's residence and interviewed them. 

They reported that it was a misunderstanding, they did not take the cart out of the store and had to 

leave in a hurry to pick up a child. Suspects stated they did not take any merchandise, confirmed by 

Walmart. Report was taken.  

 

14PF20557- Shoplifter at Walmart, a group of suspects, including one of our reported runaways, was 

reported to have taken items from the store. The group was contacted, juvenile runaway was taken into 

custody for a warrant. Other suspects were cited and released. 

 

14PF20566- Theft of a boat motor from the storage area of Treaty Rock estates, the motor was a 25 

horse Yamaha. The victim last saw the motor on the 2nd of October. Report was taken. 

 

14PF20571- Property Damage crash at Seltice and Idahline, report taken. 

 

Swings was very busy between 1600 hrs and 2000 hrs with a wide variety of calls, such as citizen assists, 

medical assists, welfare checks and animal problems. Above are the reports that were taken. 

Day Shift Log 

 

14PF20475-Theft-Ross Point Mini Storage-RP reported unknown suspect(s) siphoned approximately 

$64.00 dollars of unleaded fuel from the parked U-Haul trucks at the business. There is video of the 

incident.  

 

14PF20570-Theft- S. Handy ST-RP reports unknown suspect(s) entered her unlocked vehicle RED Chev 

Suburban and ransacked. 

 

14PF20533-Warrant service- W Mullan-Wanted person was contacted and arrested for a warrant. 

Graveyard Shift Log: 

 

Battery 

RP reported that her boyfriend was refusing to leave her residence. Officers contact both parties and 

both said they had been pushed by the other, though no one wanted to pursue charges. Boyfriend 

agreed to leave and was given a ride to Wal-Mart to wait for a taxi. 

 

Fire Alarm, Wal-Mart, Mullan Ave 

Officers and fire responded and found it had been a false alarm 



 

Suspicious W 20th Ave 

RP reported hearing dogs bark at the above neighborhood and requested an officer check the area. 

Officers patrolled the area and found nothing unusual. 


